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CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION (IDENTIFYING PEOPLE) AMENDMENT BILL 2011 

Statement by Minister for Police 

MR R.F. JOHNSON (Hillarys — Minister for Police) [9.07 am]: Today the state Parliament will debate the 
Criminal Investigation (Identifying People) Amendment Bill 2011, which deals with the matching rules for DNA 
profiles. In some sexual assault cases, it is necessary to compare a volunteer profile from a victim of a sexual 
assault with a volunteer profile obtained from a child of the victim who is alleged to have been conceived during 
the commission of an offence, to determine whether a suspect in the case is a parent of the child. A recent legal 
opinion obtained on this issue has cast doubt on whether the two volunteer profiles can be lawfully compared 
under the matching rules. PathWest has halted comparisons of this nature pending the amendment of the 
legislation because of this legal opinion, which also impacts upon at least six investigations and two cases before 
the courts. The current situation has resulted in delays in cases before the courts and, consequently, the Director 
of Public Prosecutions has made contact with the WA Police seeking the urgent progression of this aspect of the 
bill if possible.  

The bill seeks to put the matter beyond doubt by amending a section of the act to clarify that volunteers, or in the 
case of a child or an incapable person, the responsible person, are able to agree to the volunteer-to-volunteer 
DNA testing outlined. Other amendments in the bill will provide the coroner with an expanded ability to 
compare identifying information from deceased persons with other information, whether or not that information 
is contained in a forensic database. There will also be a new transitional provision that will enable, upon 
enactment of this amendment bill, any identifying information obtained prior to enactment to still be used under 
the new regime. These changes are consistent with nationally agreed matching rules as endorsed by the 
Ministerial Council for Police and Emergency Management–Police back in November 2006. Since that time, the 
commonwealth, the ACT, South Australia, Victoria and Tasmania have all made changes to their legislation to 
achieve matching rules consistent with the national model. This bill seeks to bring WA in line with this model to 
not only enhance the ability of the national database but also overcome several local issues and anomalies with 
the matching rules that compromise the ability of police to investigate crimes. 
 


